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1. Welcome to GRAITEC PowerPack for Revit 2022.1 

GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of Advance PowerPack for Revit 2022.1, part of the Graitec Advance 

Suite. This release includes mainly important consolidation on our existing tools to improve performance, stability, and 

compliance with Revit platform. 

This document contains the description of the improvements to the Powerpack Standard, Powerpack Professional and 

Powerpack Premium Concrete packages. However, all other novelties and improvements related to the reinforcement 

design calculations, that are common also for the Advance Design Modules, are described in a separate document - What's 

new in Advance Design 2022.1 
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2. General 

2.1. Compliancy with Revit® 2021 and Revit® 2022 

PowerPack for Revit 2022.1 is compatible with the lasts Revit versions: Autodesk Revit® 2021 and Autodesk Revit® 2022. 

Previous versions of Revit are not supported. All Intermediate updates of those major releases of Revit such as Revit 2022.1 

are of course compatible as well with Powerpack for Revit 2022.1s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. PowerPack for Revit tabs availability based on license type  

Improvements have been made to help users verify if they have a PowerPack Premium Concrete license. 

If a user is unsure whether he activated a license that contains PowerPack Detailing and Design features, he can check the 

Ribbon Customization option for these tabs’ availability. In this window, the PowerPack for Detailing and Design options will 

be grayed out If the activated license does not contain them. 

 

The activated license is PowerPack for Revit Professional, thus Detailing and Design are grayed out 
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3. PowerPack Standard 

3.1. BIM CONNECT 

3.1.1.  Installation and license 

Starting with this new release 2022.1, BIM Connect become a dedicated functionality of Powerpack (Revit & Advance Steel). 

Thus, BIM Connect 2022 component will not be available as a single application on our Graitec website and the Autodesk 

App Store. 

BIM Connect tools will be proposed and make fully accessible to all our users by installing the Powerpack for Revit. BIM 

Connect component access will be available with the Standard package for the Powerpack and so requires an appropriate 

license. 

3.1.2. Miscellaneous improvements 

In version 2022, a new BIM Connect was released with a new interface to assure better workflow and model exchange 

between Revit and Advance Design. The 2022.1 version is a continuity of the work did for the major release and so 

proposed a series of improvements relative to this topic. 

The BIM Connect component was managing at this stage only concrete structural element with this new update. The 2022.1 

version allow now to exchange model including steel elements. 

Else, when opening the synchronization dialog and opening some gtcx files, the status of some elements such as beams 

could appear as “modified”, due to the difference in precision displayed in the host and GTC file of the Start/End extension. 

Now the Start/End extension is treated in a better way. 

In addition, previously, BIM Connect doesn't save any material mapping, and it asked about mapping for every element in 

every project. This issue is now fixed with this update. 

To conclude, improvements were done to increase the quality of synchronization of design data, especially for boundary 

conditions and seismic load cases. 

 

3.2. Link to Excel 

In the previous version of the PowerPack, after exporting data from a Revit model and generating an Excel spreadsheet 

thanks to Link to Excel command, it was needed to save to Excel file and reopen it to print the exported schedule from Revit. 

2022.1 version allow the user to print directly from Excel the scheduled export with the PowerPack without any other steps 

needed. 

In addition, another improvement was brought to Link to Excel command regarding families and Types available in the Excel 

spreadsheet exported. For a better understanding, when users wanted to change types in the Excel file, the drop-down 

menu presented all available types from all families with the family name placed as a prefix. Thus, if for the same category of 

object, there are different families with the same type name, it will be easier for the user to identify the exact family type 

wanted. 
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Excel spreadsheet exported with Link to Excel – Family name added now as a prefix for type  

3.3. Family Manager 

To have a clear distinction between Graitec Libraries and user Libraries, all default Graitec Libraries provided by the Family 

Manager command are now grouped in one single folder, enabling so to collapse and expand all default libraries in one 

operation and optimize the space in the family browser.  
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4. PowerPack Professional 

4.1. Numbering tool 

The numbering tool applied in a work sharing mode in Revit was improved. In a collaboration mode, the previous behavior of 

the tool was to lock the usage of the numbering tool for users trying to modify a parameter in the model with the following 

warning: “Can't edit the element until " username XXX " reserves the element to central and relinquishes it and you Reload 

Latest”. So, users were not able to change the parameter until the first user saves/synchronizes with the Central Revit 

model.  

What happened is that when the first user changes the command's dialog configuration, the element in which the 

configuration is saved (Project Information) gets locked until the project is synchronized, and other users cannot modify the 

configuration until then. 

To not being any more limited with this constraint, in the 2022.1 version, the configuration will no longer be saved if it has 

been locked by another user. 
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5. PowerPack Detailing 

5.1. Interface Language  

In this release, a new language was implemented. 2022.1 version propose Russian language both in Reinforcement 

Concrete Module, as for PowerPack Premium Concrete with Design capabilities. Thus, inside Revit, the two tabs Detailing, 

and Design can be used with this new language. In addition, reports as well can be generated with this new language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Localization settings with new Russian language available for Interface and Documents 

5.2. Drawings  

5.2.1. 3D Views 

The new drawings mechanism released with version 2022 was improved with an additional option. It’s now possible to 

generate and insert automatically into sheets, a 3D view of the structural elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Customize Drawings interface – Isometric 3D view available for View Types  
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With this option, a 3D Isometric view will be placed in the final sheet generated. 

 

Example of 3D view placed for column drawing 

 

This option will generate isometric views for single elements but also a selection of multiple elements. 

 

 

Example of 3D view placed for multi-span beam 
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5.2.2. Hide Details symbols 

In the general settings of Customize drawing commands, it’s now possible to hide the Detail symbols and reinforcement bars 

that are not created for that specific element. 

 

 

 

 

5.2.3. Transversal distribution 

In this new version, the transversal distribution command was improved by detecting now automatically the concrete cover 

of the selected element. it is no longer necessary to enter the value manually. Thus, the Concrete Cover option was 

removed in the new dialog box in the 2022.1 version. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The interface of transversal distribution command in Version 2021 and Version 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interface of transversal distribution command in Version 2022.1 
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5.3. Split Rebar 

The Split rebar command offers a possibility to display a preview in 2D or 3D. In some cases, for a big model, including a 

high number of rebar, the 3D preview could take a long time and the same for the 2D preview, due to Revit itself generating 

this preview. 

In this version, the performance for the 2D preview was significantly improved. Indeed, the 2D preview is now free of any 3D 

preview elements and it does not add any noticeable delay.  

5.4. Reinforcement Assumptions 

Reinforcement Assumptions for slab was extended with an additional option to manage bar splitting. Now, it’s possible to 

automatically split bars according to the settings defined in Reinforcement Assumptions. The option for choosing the 

adapted splitting method is there as the option for splitting according to a maximum bar length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reinforcement Assumptions – New bar splitting options 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of bars automatically added with Edit Rebar tool without and with the automatic splitting method activated  

 

 

 


